
DA42-VI

the definit ion of per fection

E XTERIOR ST YLING & INTERIOR DESIGN



Please contact your local sales representative for extra charged individual color combinations and stylings.
This exterior striping is designed for the DA42-VI aircraft type. 

Stream foil color combination:

Opal Red

Diamond

Cobalt Blue

EXTERIOR STYLING: DREAMLINE

Light Blue

Dark Blue         

Dreamline foil color combination:

Please contact your local sales representative for extra charged individual color combinations and stylings.
This exterior striping is designed for the DA42-VI aircraft type. 

DA42-VI exterior styling. 
 

EXTERIOR STYLING: STREAM



Please contact your local sales representative for extra charged individual color combinations and stylings.
This exterior striping is designed for the DA42-VI aircraft type. 

EXTERIOR STYLING: MOVE

Please contact your local sales representative for extra charged individual color combinations and stylings.
This exterior striping is designed for the DA42-VI aircraft type. 

DA42-VI exterior styling. 
 

EXTERIOR STYLING: ARROWS

Springtime Green

Diamond

Smoky Quartz

Combination 3Combination 1

Cobalt Blue

Diamond

Opal Red

Smoky Quartz

Diamond

Cobalt Blue

Combination 2

Choose between three different foil color combinations:

Springtime Green

Diamond

Smoky Quartz

Combination 3Combination 1

Cobalt Blue

Diamond

Opal Red

Smoky Quartz

Diamond

Cobalt Blue

Combination 2

Choose between three different foil color combinations:



HIGH STANDARD FEATURES. 
Stageless adjustable backrest for pilot- and co-pilot seats  |  Ultra light interior materials  |  

Climate-controlled pilot- and co-pilot seat  |  Ultra light interior materials | Flame resistant interior materials | 
Hand made, high-quality upholstering 

Interior design: high standard. 
 

IN DARK GREY (IMAGE BELOW) AND LIGHT GREY 

Genuine leather Fabric

LIGHT GREY AND DARK GREY INTERIOR MATERIAL:

DARK GREY INTERIOR MATERIAL: SEATS

Genuine leather Fabric

Ceiling Carpet

LIGHT GREY INTERIOR MATERIAL: SEATS

Carbon sill Interior paint





Interior design: premium beige.

PREMIUM FEATURES. 
Genuine leather seat/side panel/pocket/tunnel covers | 

Exclusive satin-finished wood imitation inlays | Carbon sill 
protection strips | Ergonomically-designed (incl. adjustable 

lordosis), stage less adjustable backrest and climate-
controlled pilot and co-pilot seats | Premium silver painted 

spinner | Premium silver painted entry steps and entry grips | 
Ultra light interior materials | Flame resistant interior materials 

| Hand made, high-quality upholstering

Genuine leather Carbon sill

Ceiling Carpet

INTERIOR MATERIAL: LINING

INTERIOR MATERIAL: SEATS AND INLAY

INTERIOR PAINT



Interior design: premium light grey.

PREMIUM FEATURES. 
Genuine leather seat/side panel/pocket/tunnel covers | 

Exclusive satin-finished wood imitation inlays  | Carbon sill 
protection strips | Ergonomically-designed (incl. adjustable 

lordosis), stage less adjustable backrest and climate-
controlled pilot and co-pilot seats | Premium silver painted 

spinner |  Premium silver painted entry steps and entry 
grips |  Ultra light interior materials | Flame resistant interior 

materials | Hand made, high-quality upholstering

INTERIOR PAINT

Genuine leather Carbon sill

Ceiling Carpet

INTERIOR MATERIAL: LINING

INTERIOR MATERIAL: SEATS AND INLAY



Baggage compartments and other features.

Nose baggage compartment (left hand side)AFT baggage compartment

Sun glare shields

Removable sheepskin seat cushions (optional for front seats)

Electrically operated adjustable rudder pedals 
for pilot and copilot (optional)

Seat pocket
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